
Amos Stoltzfus was raised on a working farm in Chester County,
inheriting his work ethic from his father. Although he appre-
ciated the simple beauty of the farming life, he discovered his

true passion in the trades—specifically, fine custom cabinetry. He had
a particular talent for custom cabinetry design for luxury living. 

“I loved solving problems for people,” Amos recalls. “I was 20
years old when I started, and I had a way of asking customers the
right questions and discovering what they wanted. So many of my
clients would express sheer joy over the cabinetry I had the honor to
create for them.” 

In 2009, Amos founded Master Design Cabinetry, his own cus-
tom-cabinetry enterprise based in East Earl, east of Lancaster. In the
15 years since, the company has earned a reputation for designing
and manufacturing exceptionally well-crafted cabinets tailored to
homeowners’ distinct lifestyles and living spaces. Master Design uses
only the highest-quality materials—namely, North American plywood,
with solid-wood doors and drawer fronts—to build each bespoke
creation with an eye toward refinement and longevity.  

“We’ve had continuous growth since our first summer,” Amos
says. “We still have some clients from our first year returning to us
with new projects.”  

Master Design lives by the mantra, “If you can dream it, we can
build it.” The company empowers homeowners to drive the process
of turning their dreams into reality; clients are intimately involved in
every decision, from the size and design of the cabinets, to the
materials used, to the finish and accessories. In-depth consultations
provide opportunities for further customization with unique features
and storage solutions designed to enhance a homeowner’s lifestyle. 

While Master Design builds cabinets for installation in homes
across the United States, the company focuses primarily on the Mid-
Atlantic—eastern Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,

and Maryland, as well as the District of Columbia.
Amos may be the firm’s president and founder, but he credits

Master Design’s success to the craftsmanship and dedication of his
team, which he describes as “an incredible group of people who care
deeply about the product they create and the unbelievable customer
service they provide.” The team includes Master Design’s 16 employees,
as well as the independent shop builders who manufacture the cabinets
and the team of installers who bring the cabinet designs to life. 

Amos founded Master Design on the unshakeable foundation of
integrity, positive communication, and adherence to the Golden Rule
(“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”). The com-
pany’s culture also emphasizes the importance of family, stewardship,
and teamwork, among other guiding principles. The team reviews
its core values weekly and regularly discusses them in-depth, with
team members offering examples of how they impact or influence
their work. 

Looking to the months and years ahead, Amos foresees continued
growth for Master Design, including the addition of a destination

showroom for homeowners from
up and down the East Coast,
and possibly even farther away. 

“The new showroom will
be on trend, full of inspiration,
and have a lot of wow factors,”
he says. “It’s going to be a com-
pelling place where people can
see the talent of our team and
the uniqueness of what they
create.”  ■
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As founder and president of Master Design 
Cabinetry, Amos Stoltzfus leads a team of luxury
cabinetry designers devoted to creating one-of-a-kind
cabinets that leave a lasting impression.

by Bill Donahue
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